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1. So far we have focused on the remarkably strong connection between functional programming and propositional

logic. Key to this correspondence is the idea of “polymorphic types.” This idea involves using type variables
such as �, �, , ... (written in OCaml as ‘a, ‘ b, ‘ c, ...). When we find a program in the type (� ∗ �) ⇒ �, we
know that it works for all concrete choices for �, � using int, bool, unit, char, list, etc. The polymorphic code is
fun x → let(a, b) = x in a. If we prove the input (3, 5) in type int ∗ int, the function produces 3. If the input is
(true, 17) the value is true.

2. We will see in this lecture that not all polymorphic types are programmable. For example, we studied in consid-
erable detail in Lecture 3 that the type ∼ (� ∗ �) ⇒ ∼ � ∨ ∼ � is not programmable. Also, we could not express
the type in this simple logical way in OCaml. We needed to define (�, �)union = L of �| R of � and write

((� ∗ �) → void) → (�, �) union ,
where (�, �)union is a defined type. The fact that Ocaml is a somewhat verbose languagewill lead us to eventually
use the programming language of the Nuprl proof assistant. It is much more compact, and it is grounded in
McCarthy’s idea of abstract syntax.
It is interesting that we can build display forms in Nuprl that allow the system to display types and programs in
a wide variety of “surface syntax.” We illustrate these later in the course.

3. We examine now some unprogrammable polymorphic types. Consider � ∨ (� ⇒ void), written as � ∨ ∼ �. To
be legitimate OCaml, we would need to write

type (�, �)union = Left of �| Right of �
and specialize to

type (�, � → void)union = Left of �| Right of (� → void).
How could we program this type?
If we had concrete types, say (bool, bool → void)union, then we know that L true is a value, but R fun x → ?
can not be completed. There is no function in (bool → void).
We can not find an element in � ∨ ∼ � because any concrete value requires that we know an element of � or that
� = void.
We can find an element in � → � because fun x→ x belongs to all instances of this polymorphic type, especially
bool → bool, int → int, unit → unit, void → void, etc. Once we see one unprogrammable polymorphic type,
we can find an unbounded number of them. Here are more examples,

• Pierce’s Law ((� ⇒ �) ⇒ �) ⇒ �

• “Dreaded rule 8” ∼∼ � ⇒ �

• ∼ (� ∗ �) → (∼ � ∨ ∼ �) or ∼ (� ∗ �) → (∼ �,∼ �)union
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